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Abstract

Although recent generative image compression methods have demonstrated
impressive potential in optimizing the rate-distortion-perception trade-off, they
still face the critical challenge of flexible rate adaption to diverse compression
necessities and scenarios. To overcome this challenge, this paper proposes a
Controllable Generative Image Compression framework, Control-GIC, the first
capable of fine-grained bitrate adaption across a broad spectrum while ensuring
high-fidelity and generality compression. We base Control-GIC on a VQGAN
framework representing an image as a sequence of variable-length codes (i.e.
VQ-indices), which can be losslessly compressed and exhibits a direct positive
correlation with the bitrates. Therefore, drawing inspiration from the classical
coding principle, we naturally correlate the information density of local image
patches with their granular representations, to achieve dynamic adjustment of
the code quantity following different granularity decisions. This implies we can
flexibly determine a proper allocation of granularity for the patches to acquire
desirable compression rates. We further develop a probabilistic conditional decoder
that can trace back to historic encoded multi-granularity representations according
to transmitted codes, and then reconstruct hierarchical granular features in the
formalization of conditional probability, enabling more informative aggregation to
improve reconstruction realism. Our experiments show that Control-GIC allows
highly flexible and controllable bitrate adaption and even once compression on
an entire dataset to fulfill constrained bitrate conditions. Experimental results
demonstrate its superior performance over recent state-of-the-art methods.

1 Introduction

Lossy image compression complies with the rate-distortion criterion in Shannon’s theorem [43],
which aims to pursue minimal storage of images without quality sacrifice. Traditional standardized
codecs [48, 44, 7] adhere to a typical hand-crafted “transforming-quantization-entropy coding” rule,
showing substantial performance on generic images. Learnable compression algorithms [4, 5, 37, 38]
follow a similar pipeline that parameterizes it as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) operating
on latent variables with end-to-end R-D optimization. Recent works [42, 47, 2, 36] leverage the
generation capability of generative adversarial networks (GANs) [18] to deal with the compression
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Figure 1: Our Control-GIC achieves controllable target bit rates in a single inference, making it easier
and more practical to adapt to different bandwidth requirements than other variable bit rate methods.
The right figure shows that our average LPIPS is much lower (see Ours-mean), and each image is
well-controlled near the target rate than the MSE-based variable method SCR [32].

task, known as generative image compression, which minimizes the distribution divergence between
original and reconstructed images, resulting in perfect perceptual quality. However, these methods
train the models separately for specific R-D points with Lagrange multiplier (λ)-weighted R-D loss,
each corresponding to an individual λ. In this way, multiple fixed-rate models are necessitated to
vary bitrates, resulting in dramatic computational costs and inefficient deployment to cater to diverse
bitrates and devices. Some CNN-based models propose to learn scalable bitreams [27, 46, 3, 35, 52,
25] or truncated quantization parameters to control the bitrates [45, 14, 50, 15]. On the one hand,
these models typically support a restricted range of bitrates with substantial variance distribution,
thereby constraining their adaptability to finer bitrate adjustments. On the other hand, they tend to
quantify the distortion using the pixel-wise mean square error (MSE), which is inconsistent with
human perception and often yields implausible reconstruction, particularly at low bitrates [8, 36].
There are several methods that introduce the scalable [24] or variable-rate [19] designs into generative
models. While they have achieved remarkable improvements in perceptual quality, the models are
still constrained by finite compression rates.

In the light of the preceding discussion, in this work, we propose an innovative generative image
compression paradigm, dubbed Control-GIC, which accommodates highly flexible and fine-grained
controls on a broad range of bitrates and perceptually realistic reconstruction with solely one set of
optimized weights. Motivated by that VQ-based models [17, 55] enable to encode images into discrete
codes that represent the local visual patterns, Control-GIC hybridizes the classical coding principle
in the architecture with VQGAN to relax the typical R-D optimization and provide a controllable
unified generative model. Specifically, Control-GIC first characterizes the inherent information
density and context complexity of local image patches as the information entropy. We devise the
granularity-informed encoder that determines the granularity of these patches based on their entropy
values, which are represented by sequential variable-length codes (i.e., VQ-indices) based on the
learned codebook prior (see Figure 1). One can flexibly control the statistics of the granularities to
adjust the VQ-indices of patches dynamically adapting to diverse desirable bitrates. As correlated
to the regional information of images, the VQ-indices are spatially variant to adapt to the local
contents. We then develop a statistical entropy coding module, which is no-parametric and captures
the code distribution in the learned codebook prior across a large-scale natural dataset to approximate
a generalized probability distribution, encoding the VQ-indices losslessly and more compactly
during inference, improving the compression efficiency. On top of entropy coding, a probabilistic
conditional decoder is further developed, which formalizes the reconstruction of granular features in
a conditional probability manner leveraging the historic encoded multi-granularity representations
given entropy-decoded indices. Our comprehensive experimental results demonstrate the outstanding
adaption capability of the proposed Control-GIC by achieving superior performance from perceptual
quality, distortion quality, and non-reference quality perspectives compared with three types of recent
state-of-the-art methods including generative, progressive, and variable-rate compression methods
using only a single unified model.
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The main contributions of this work are three-fold:

• We propose the Control-GIC, a unified generative compression model capable of variable
bitrate adaption across a broad spectrum while preserving high-perceptual fidelity
reconstruction. To our best knowledge, this is the first that allows highly flexible and
controllable bitrate adaption and even once compression on an entire dataset to fulfill
constrained bitrate conditions.

• We propose a granularity-inform encoder that represents the image patches of sequential
spatially variant VQ-indices to support fine-grained variable rate controlling and adaption.
Besides, a non-parametric statistical entropy coding is introduced to encode the VQ-indices
losslessly based on the approximation of the code distribution in the learned codebook prior
across a large-scale natural dataset.

• We design a probabilistic conditional decoder, which aggregates historic encoded multi-
granularity representations to reconstruct hierarchical granular features in a conditional
probability manner, achieving realism improvements.

2 Related work

Neural Image Compression Transformation, quantization, and entropy coding are three key
components in neural image compression (NIC). Since Ballé et al. [4] propose the pioneering
learnable NIC method using convolutional neural network (CNN), later methods make improvements
in transformation to learn a more compact and exact representation with efficient architecture
designs [13, 49, 56]. With the help of hyperprior and context models [5, 31, 40], the entropy model
captures more precise spatial dependencies in the latent, helping probability distribution estimation.

Inspired by the GANs [18] and Diffusion Model (DM) [22] in various image processing tasks, some
algorithms [47, 2, 41, 42, 36, 23, 51] incorporate generative models into NIC frameworks. For
instance, Agustsson et al. [2] uses GAN loss along with R-D loss to achieve end-to-end full-resolution
image compression while giving dramatic bitrate savings. Mentzer et al. [36] incorporates GAN with
compression architecture systematically and generates robust perceptual evaluation. Hoogeboom et
al. [23] explore autoregressive diffusion model to achieve competitive lossless compression evaluated
on a small image dataset. Yang et al. [51] propose an end-to-end DM-based compression framework
and reconstruct images through the reverse diffusion process conditioned with context information,
achieving competitive performance compared to some GAN-based compression methods. Superisely,
VQGAN [17]-based generative techniques have shown impressive performance for learning strong
codebook priors to discretely represent the visual features in image synthesis, which provides new
inspiration to image compression. Mao et al. [34] introduce VQ-indices compression based on the
VQGAN model to achieve simple but efficient compression, significantly improving the compression
ratio. Based on these observations, we further unleash the potential of VQ and build custom designs
around VQGAN to achieve controllable generative compression accommodating general bitrates via
a unified single model.

Rate-Adaption NIC The aforementioned methods often face the challenge of deployment in
resource-limited devices they are trained as separate models for specific bitrates, which increases
the complexity overhead to support multiple bitrates. Current research solving such a rate adaption
problem can be roughly divided into two categories: variable-rate compression [12, 33, 15, 20] and
progressive compression [46, 35, 30, 25, 52]. For the former, Theis et al. [46] propose to learn
rate-specific scalar parameters to scale the transformed features before quantization. Choi et al. [14]
present a conditional convolution that adaptively learns the scale and shift factors from a one-shot
vector to compress the image for different target quality levels. Cai et al. [10] stack multi-scale
representations to perform content-adaptive rate allocation. Yang et al. [50] leverage slimmable neural
networks to perform low- and high-rate compression using partial and all parameters respectively.
In [15], Cui et al. incorporate gain units that guide the network to allocate bits on specific channels as
well as control rates. Lee et al. [32] present a selective compression approach that performs entropy
coding only for the partially selected latent representations via 3D binary masks.

Progressive compression aims to learn a scalable bitstream that can be progressively exploited to
compress images from low to high bitrates. Torderici et al. [46] develop a full-resolution recurrent
network to transmit bits progressively for high-resolution image compression. Johnston et al. [27]
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introduce an effective initialization scheme for the hidden states of RNN and provide a spatially
adaptive rate controller. Zhang et al. [52] propose to explore the receptive field with uncertainty
guidance for both quality and bitrate scalable compression. Lee et al. [30] propose to encode the
latent representations into a compressed bitstream trip-plane to support fine-granular progressive
compression. Jeon et al. [25] further improve this method with context-based trit-plane coding,
increasing the R-D performance.

In contrast to these methods, in this work, we base our framework on VQGAN and combine it with
the classical coding principle, to design a controllable generative compression framework that allows
highly flexible and controllable bitrate adaption while generating plausible compressed images with
solely one set of optimized weights.

3 Method

Our goal is to learn a unified generative compression model capable of compressing an image x
for flexible and continuous bitrates while ensuring high perceptual fidelity. To this end, we propose
Control-GIC, where the overview architecture is illustrated in Figure 3. Control-GIC contains three
components: 1) granularity-informed encoder E to encode the image into variable-length codes; 2)
statistical entropy coding module H for bitrate reduction; and 3) probabilistic conditional decoder D
to reconstruct perceptually plausible results.

3.1 Correlation between Entropy and Information Density

Inspired by [11], we measure the information density of image regions based on a non-parametric
spatial entropy algorithm. Unlike general feature-level entropy models [4, 5], our VQGAN-based
model does not have the neural entropy model and is not optimized for entropy during training.
We choose the non-parametric algorithm to reduce computational overhead while achieving good
granularity selection performance. The mathematical representation process is as follows:

Assume x ∈ Ω is a pixel with a value px in [-1,1], where Ω is a patch of the image. We definite the
pixel value bin i = −1 + 2k

n−1 , where k = 0, 1, 2, ..., n − 1, and the number of bins n is set to 32.
We compute the Gaussian distance fx,i of x to each i, where σ is the standard deviation, see Eq. (1).
Thus fx,i exhibits an unnormalized truncated discrete Gaussian distribution along i. It implies that
we hypothesize a probability fx,i, indicating the potential diffusion of px to i.

fx,i = exp

(
− (px − i)2

2σ2

)
, (1)

We average fx,i in the patch Ω to get the probability distribution fΩ,i of this region, and normalize it
to get fΩ,i. We denote the average operation as “ meanx∈Ω”. The formulation is as follows:

fΩ,i =
fΩ,i∑
j fΩ,j

, where fΩ,i = meanx∈Ωfx,i. (2)

Finally, we use the following formulation to compute the spatial entropy H(Ω) of the patch Ω.

H(Ω) = −
∑
i

fΩ,i log fΩ,i. (3)

Control-GIC considers the entropy of local patches as the basis of the information density distribution
of the image, and divides it into multiple non-overlapped patches sorted by their entropy value from
low to high, which are then transformed into multi-grained features. The corresponding patch sizes
required for entropy calculation are {4, 8, 16}, as detailed in Figure 2.

3.2 Granularity-Informed Encoder

The granularity-informed encoder E distills hierarchical features according to the determined entropy-
based granularity assignments. These features are then integrated to form a multi-grained hybrid
feature. Specifically, as visualized in Figure 3, given an input image x ∈ RH×W×3, E distills x

into features of three granularities: fine-grained z1 ∈ RH
4 ×W

4 ×d, medium-grained z2 ∈ RH
8 ×W

8 ×d,
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(a) Original (b) Multi-Grained Assignment (c) Entropy

Figure 2: Entropy values are visually represented in the middle column, with darker red pixels
signifying higher entropy levels. We select regions of minimal entropy for coarse-grained
representation, while areas with higher entropy, indicating greater information density, are allocated
to finer-grained representations.

and coarse-grained z3 ∈ RH
16×

W
16×d. Based on the user-given ratios (r1, r2, r3) ∈ [0, 1] for three

granularties, E extracts the elements with lowest ri proportion of the entropy from zi and generates
binray masks mi ∈ {0, 1} at the same scale as zi to indicate the position of extracted elements, where
i = 1, 2, 3. This process is executed from coarse to fine, assigning the multi-grained representations
progressively and finely. Subsequently, the continuous values in each zi in {zi}3i=1 are quantized
against C to produce the quantized counterparts ẑi and a set of discrete indices Indi that represent the
closest matches in C based on the Euclidean distance. This quantization step q(·) is mathematically
formalized as:

{
ẑi = q(zi) = argmin

ck∈C
∥zi − ck∥,

Indi = k.
(4)

The hybrid multi-grained representation ẑ is constructed to match the spatial scale of the finest
granularity, detailed in Eq. (5), where (·) ↑4 and (·) ↑2 signify upsampling operations that amplify
the spatial dimensions by factors of 4 and 2, respectively. ⊙ is element-wise multiplication along
the spatial dimension. The upsampling operation is the nearest neighbor interpolation that employs
replicates values of feature points along both the width and height, ensuring that the original local
structure integrity of each feature point is maintained.

ẑ = (ẑ1 ⊙m1) + (ẑ2 ⊙m2)↑2 + (ẑ3 ⊙m3)↑4 . (5)

3.3 Probabilistic Conditional Decoder

In the context of the decoder within an autoencoder architecture, the latent representation yi at layer i
is reconstructed by integrating information from all preceding layers, starting from the initial input y1
up to the output of the previous layer yi−1. This reconstruction is formalized through the conditional
probability, where yi is distributed according to p(yi|yi−1, . . . , y2, y1), capturing the likelihood of yi
given the history of latent representations. The more accurate the previous latent representations are,
the more accurate yi is, which further influence the overall quality of the image reconstruction.

According to Eq. (4), given the indices and corresponding masks indicating the codes of three
granularities, we can losslessly reconstruct the multi-gained representation ẑ in the decoder end.
While the upsampled components ẑ2 and ẑ3 maintain their local structure through direct value
duplication as shown in Eq. (5), their global structure differs. Feeding ẑ directly into the decoder
layers results in further loss of information.

Based on these considerations, we introduce a probabilistic conditional decoder specifically tailored
for the initial layers of the decoder. This decoder employs (·) ↓4 and (·) ↓2 consisting of a 4× and a
2× average pooling layer to downscale ẑ back to the {ẑi ⊙mi}3i=1 losslessly. We provide (ẑ)↓4 as
decoder input y1 which contains the same ẑ3⊙m3 as the encoder output to ensure the accuracy of the
input. ẑ1 ⊙m1 and ẑ2 ⊙m2 are provided as conditions to y2 and y3, respectively. These conditions
serve as additional guidance for the reconstruction process which is formalized as:
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Figure 3: The overall framework of our Control-GIC. In the figure, all components cooperate for
efficient compression with end-to-end training, and dashed lines represent the unparameterized
entropy coding module. The symbols in the diagram are defined as: m: the binary mask; (·)↓:
average pooling operation; ⊙: element-wise multiplication.

y2 ∼ p(y2 | y1, (ẑ)↓2 ⊙m2)

y3 ∼ p(y3 | y2, y1, ẑ⊙m1)
(6)

Specifically, the decoding process is detailed in Eq. (7), D begin with the (·) ↓4 operation on ẑ
to produce y1. The first decoder layer D1 processes y1 and generates y2 in which y2 ⊙ m2 are
deliberately replaced with the medium-grained representation (ẑ)↓2

⊙m2 (equal to ẑ ⊙m2). After
that, D3 condition with the ẑ ⊙m1 and replace the unexact y3 ⊙ (1−m1), ensuring the precision
of features in deep layers. This systematic replacement of representations at varying granularities
with increasingly precise conditions progressively refines the latent space representation, helping D
diminish information loss and substantially elevate the accuracy of the reconstructed images.


y1 = (ẑ)↓4

y2 = D1(y1)⊙ (1−m2) + (ẑ)↓2 ⊙m2

y3 = D2(y2)⊙ (1−m1) + ẑ⊙m1

x̂ = D3(y3)

(7)

3.4 Statistical Entropy Coding Strategy

The decoding process requires these pieces of bitstreams: the three granularity indices {Indi}3i=1,
along with their corresponding masks {m1,m2}. These elements are encoded using lossless coding
algorithms. The mask consisting of 0 and 1, is encoded directly into a binary stream. The indices,
which point to codebook entries, exhibit an uneven frequency distribution, with a minority of codes
being used for quantization [53]. To optimize indices’ encoding, we introduce a statistical entropy
coding strategy that captures the frequency distribution of indices usage across a natural dataset
during training. Each index starts with a frequency count of 0, while the frequency is updated each
time it is matched for vector quantization. To simulate the data distribution in the inference process,
we utilize the last epoch’s frequency statistics to construct a frequency table tailored for Huffman
coding. We denote the bitrate after coding as R(·), then the total bitrate of the entire image can be
formulated as:
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R =

3∑
i=1

R(Indi) +R(m1) +R(m2), (8)

Note that our model does not optimize network parameters specifically for bitrate. During inference,
we control the bitrate using different multi-granularity allocation ratios. Specifically, we set a group of
hyperparameters {r1, r2, r3} to represent the allocation ratios of the masks {m1,m2,m3} at various
granularities. Since the bitrate is only related to the granular representations of local patches, we can
flexibly determine the statistics of the granularities based on the entropy values to achieve dynamic
adaption, achieving dynamic adaption in a target of the quality-bitrate adaptive manner in a unified
model without any post-training. See Appendix A.3 for the bit-saving experiment of the statistical
entropy coding.

3.5 Loss Function

The loss function L for our approach contains the loss associated with the VQVAE architecture
and GAN component. The optimization objective of LVQVAE(E,G,C) is twofold: to minimize the
distortion between the original inputs x and their reconstructions x̂, and to reduce the divergence
between the continuous representations z = E(x) and their quantized versions ẑ, as shown in Eq. (9).
The distortion of x is measured by MSE (dM ) and LPIPS (dP ). Due to the non-differentiable nature
of quantization, the stop-gradient operation sg[·] is widely utilized in VQ-based models which enables
the quantized representations ẑ to propagate gradients directly for optimizing the codebook C, and
allows the continuous representations z to receive gradients for the refinement of the encoder E. We
fine-tune the balance between these objectives using a hyperparameter β.

Our Control-GIC diverges from the conventional R-D optimization paradigm with no-parametric
indices compression, enabling the model to adapt to different types of data and desired quality levels,
rather than being constrained by a fixed R-D trade-off.

LV QV AE(E,G,C) = βd(x, x̂) + d(z, ẑ)

= β(dM + dP )(x, x̂) + ∥sg[z]− ẑ∥22 + ∥sg[ẑ]− z∥22 (9)

We use a hyperparameter β to control the trade-off between VQVAE and GAN. The GAN loss and
the the total loss L is as follows:

LGAN ({E,G,C}, D) = Ex∼p(x)[logD(x) + log(1−D(G(ẑ)))] (10)

L = LV QV AE + λLGAN (11)

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Setup

Our method is based on MoVQ [55] which improves the VQGAN model by adding spatial variants
into the decoder’s representation maps, avoiding the repeat artifact in neighboring patches. We
leverage MoVQ’s pre-trained codebook and redesign the architecture to suit the compression
objective.

Training & Inference Our training dataset consists of random 300k images from the
OpenImages [29] dataset. We randomly crop images to a uniform 256 × 256 resolution. Within
our model, we take three representation granularities: 4 × 4, 8 × 8, and 16 × 16. The codebook
C ∈ Rk×d comprises k = 16384 code vectors, each with a dimension of d = 4. We train the model
for 165k iterations with the learning rate of 5×10−5 on 4 NVIDIA RTX 3090 GPUs. Throughout the
training, we maintain the ratio setting of (0.5, 0.4, 0.1) for the fine, medium, and coarse granularity,
respectively. During inference, our controllable multi-granularity approach accepts any-resolution
images and enables fine bitrate adjustment with a unified model.
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Figure 4: Compression performance with compared methods. In this figure, the lines with forks
represent GIC methods, and the lines with rhombus represent progressive and variable-rate methods.

Evaluation We evaluate our method on Kodak [28] dataset, a standard in compression assessment,
which contains 24 high-quality images at 768 × 512 resolution. We carry out multi-dimensional
evaluation and utilize a comprehensive set of evaluation metrics including perceptual metrics:
LPIPS [54], DISTS [16], distortion metric: PSNR, generative metrics: FID [21], IS [6], as well
as the no-reference measurement: NIQE [39] to thoroughly assess the performance of our method.
More details of metrics are in the Appendix A.2.

4.2 Performance Comparison

We evaluate our approach with recent state-of-the-art (SOTA) NIC methods. In terms of generative
compression approaches, 1) HiFiC [36] is an influential approach leveraging conditional GAN
and taking rate-distortion-perception trade-off. 2) CDC [51] is a representative diffusion-based
lossy compression approach providing a compression performance that rivals GAN-based methods.
Besides, we compare our Control-GIC with SOTA variable-rate and progressive neural compression
methods in which images under various bitrates are generated by a unified network. 3) SCR [32]
proposes a 3D important map adjusted by quality level to decide the selected representation elements
leading to variable-rate NIC. 4) CTC [26] progressively decodes the bit stream which can be truncated
at any point to finely regulate the bitrate. We utilize BPG (YUV444, x265 HEVC, 8-bit depth) [7] and
VVC (VTM10.0) [9] as compared traditional codecs and M&S (Hyperprior) [37] as the classical
NIC method for reference. For a fair comparison, we utilize a CDC version that the lpips weight
p = 0.9 which is the endpoints close to the perception quality. We employ our unified model, getting
the results of all bitrates with a single trained model, the ability to finely control the bit rate is reflected
in the Appendix A.4.

Figure 4 demonstrates that our Control-GIC surpasses the majority of SOTA NIC methods and all
traditional codecs across six distinct metrics. Our methodology exhibits a significant improvement
in LPIPS, NIQE, and IS performance, approaching the SOTA performance of the CDC in terms of
the FID with our unified model. Appendix A.1 presents more comparison results on high-resolution
images.

While PSNR is pivotal for pixel-level evaluation, we find that our methods excel in generating
realistic images. This performance is notable even when compared to methods that are specifically
optimized for pixel-level accuracy. Thus, we explore the quantitative comparison between our
Control-GIC and the compared methods. As depicted in Figure 5, VVC, M&S (Hyperprior) as well
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Figure 5: The quantitative comparison with the traditional VVC, classical learned M&S (Hyperprior),
variable-rate method SCR, progressive method CTC, as well as the GIC methods HiFiC and CDC.

as variable-rate SCR and progressive CTC exhibit noticeable issues with blurred artifacts and detail
loss, and generative HiFiC and CDC generate artifacts that were not originally present in the images.
Compared to them, our method demonstrates superior performance in preserving texture integrity
and image sharpness for a great visual experience.

4.3 Efficiency of Probabilistic Conditional Decoder

w/o. med, fin
w/ med
w/ fin
Ours

w/o. med, fin
w/ med
w/ fin
Ours

w/o. med, fin
w/ med
w/ fin
Ours

Figure 6: The ablation experiments on multi-grained conditions for the probabilistic conditional
decoder.

Based on the theoretical analysis of the probabilistic conditional decoder, we explore the contribution
of the conditions: the medium-grained (ẑ)↓2

⊙m2 (denoted as med) and fine-grained ẑ⊙m1 (denoted
as fin) to the decoder in Eq. (7). We train all the models for the same iterations and evaluate the
performance on both perceptual and generative quality measurements. Figure 6 demonstrates that
the model without the med and fin exhibits the worst results in three metrics. Both med and fin
have a significant improvement in model performance, and conditioning on both of them presents the
best results, especially on DISTS. It can be observed that adding the fine-grained fin to the model
brings more benefits than adding med, which is because the fine-grained fin corrects the features in
deeper decoder layers, ensuring the accuracy of features after multiple nonlinear transformations of
the decoder.

5 Conclusion

Our proposed Control-GIC framework addresses the critical challenge of flexible rate adaption in
generative image compression. By leveraging a VQGAN foundation and correlating local image
information density with granular representations, Control-GIC achieves fine-grained bitrate control
across a wide range while maintaining high-fidelity compression performance. The innovative
probabilistic conditional decoder enhances reconstruction realism by aggregating hierarchical
features informed by conditional probability. Our experiments validate the superior adaptability and
performance of Control-GIC, showcasing its capability for efficient compression and bit control,
outperforming recent state-of-the-art methods.
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6 Limitations

Our Control-GIC unleashes the capabilities of the VQGAN model, delivering high-quality
reconstruction across a broad range of bitrates, and outperforming traditional MSE-optimized methods
in visual performance. However, it is important to recognize that at higher bitrates, specifically above
1.0 bpp, our method encounters limitations. MSE-optimized algorithms excel in preserving fine
details and textures at these bitrates due to their focus more on subtle distortions. Thus GIC methods,
including ours, may not match the detail precision achievable by MSE-optimized techniques.
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A Supplemental Material - Once-for-All: Controllable Generative Image
Compression with Dynamic Granularity Adaption

A.1 Performance Comparison on High-Resolution Images

In this section, we present a performance comparison on the DIV2K [1] validation dataset containing
100 high-resolution images. As depicted in Figure 7, we compare with traditional codecs, variable-
rate NIC method as well as generative method (Note that the high-resolution image compression is
not supported in CDC [51]), and employ six key metrics to assess the performance of the compression
algorithms, including the perceptual metrics (LPIPS, DISTS), distortion metric (PSNR), generative
metrics (FID, IS), and no-reference NIQE. These metrics collectively provide a comprehensive
evaluation of the image compression quality and our Control-GIC achieves the best performance in a
wide spectrum of bitrates.

Figure 7: Compression performance in high-resolution images with compared methods. In this
figure, the lines with forks represent GIC methods, and the lines with rhombus represent variable-rate
methods.

A.2 Evaluation Metrics

we adopt a comprehensive set of evaluation metrics to thoroughly assess the performance of our
image compression and reconstruction techniques. Our selection encompasses perceptual metrics,
distortion metrics, generative metrics, and a no-reference metric, ensuring a multifaceted evaluation.
The perceptual metrics include LPIPS [54], which measures the perceptual difference between
images, and DISTS [16], which evaluates the structural dissimilarity. These metrics are crucial for
understanding how closely compressed and reconstructed images resemble their original counterparts
in terms of human visual perception. We also include the widely recognized distortion metric PSNR,
which quantifies the pixel-level differences between the original and reconstructed images. PSNR is
a standard in the field, providing a straightforward measure of image fidelity. For generative metrics,
we employ FID (Fréchet Inception Distance) [21] to offer statistical assessments of the similarity
between the distributions of original images and those of reconstructed images, which is particularly
valuable in the context of generative models. Additionally, we incorporate IS (Inception Score) [6],
which is another way to gauge the quality and diversity of generated images. NIQE (Natural Image
Quality Evaluator) [39] stands out as a no-reference metric, capable of evaluating image quality
without requiring an original reference image. This feature renders NIQE exceptionally beneficial in
applications such as super-resolution where an original high-resolution image may not be available.
For comparing with other methods on FID and IS, we split images on Kodak into 192 patches and
DIV2K into 6 573 patches with a patch size of 256.
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A.3 Bit Saving of Statistical Entropy Coding Strategy

In the Control-GIC method, the accurate reconstruction of images from compressed data is highly
dependent on the lossless compression of indices, which determine the codes for decoding. To
achieve this, we employ Huffman coding, an algorithm that efficiently compresses data by assigning
shorter binary codes to elements that occur more frequently. However, using frequency statistics
tailored to each individual image would require transmitting both the encoded bitstream and the
mapping of elements to binary codes, incurring significant bit costs.

As described in Table 1, we compare our statistical entropy coding strategy with the classical ZIP
compression algorithm and Huffman coding with uniform frequencies for each index. Our statistical
entropy coding strategy brings 68.4%, 65.7%, and 59.0% bit savings compared to ZIP in the three
granularity ratios, as well as 6.4%, 6.6%, and 8.2% bit savings compared to Huffman coding with
uniform frequency for each code.

Table 1: Bit cost comparison of ZIP, Huffman coding with uniform frequency for each index, and our
entropy coding strategy on the Kodak dataset. Our strategy counts the frequency of all indexes being
used in the training process as a generalized and shared probability in the encoding and decoding
process.

Granularity Ratio ZIP
Huffman Huffman (Ours)

w. uniform frequency w. statistical frequency

(0, 0.5, 0.5) 0.304 0.141 0.132
(0.1, 0.8, 0.1) 0.784 0.288 0.269
(0.5, 0.4, 0.1) 1.232 0.550 0.505

A.4 Fine Control of Bitrate

Our experiment with variable-rate control demonstrates the adaptive bitrate adjustment capabilities
of our method as well as the corresponding quality changes across the bitrates, as measured by four
different metrics, as detailed in Table 2. By fine-tuning the granularity ratio, we are able to make
incremental adjustments to the bitrate. This results in a continuous range of bitrates that offer higher
efficiency and flexibility with minimal impact on computational resources and processing time than
single-rate models.

Table 2: The elastic and fine bitrate control presentation over the Kodak dataset at bitrates ranging
from 0.389 to 0.391. All results are shown in five valid digits to represent differences more clearly.
The Granularity Ratio refers to the proportion of fine granularity, medium granularity, and coarse
granularity from left to right.

Granularity Ratio Bpp↓ LPIPS↓ DISTS↓ FID↓ NIQE↓

(0.301, 0.599, 0.1) 0.38925 0.03027 0.05984 33.327 2.9975
(0.302, 0.598, 0.1) 0.38983 0.03025 0.05961 33.338 2.9971
(0.303, 0.597, 0.1) 0.39050 0.03020 0.05973 33.233 2.9967
(0.304, 0.596, 0.1) 0.39108 0.03014 0.05968 33.215 2.9942
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